
KINLEY X5
_Overhead freezer cabinet. Ready to connect

www.aht.at



KINLEY X5 can be individually adapted to the 
store design. A wide range of colours allows the 
best possible integration.

INDIVIDUAL BRANDING TEMPERATURE RANGES

Freezing –18°C to –23°C

VISUAL MERCHANDISING
KINLEY X5 perfectly combines product presenta-
tion with access to merchandise, thanks to pres-
entation at eye level. The glass side panels on the 
highly sales-promoting end cabinet make your goods 
even more visible. The brilliant LED interior lighting 
achieves the optimum sales effect. KINLEY X5 is 
height-adjustable and can also be set up as an island 
solution.  Its capacity is 61 litres higher compared 
with the KINLEY XL.

INTELLIGENT INSTALLATION
Ready-to-connect installation means KINLEY X5 
can be used immediately – completely without 
outlets as well. KINLEY X5 is also a team player, as 
it is combinable with every AHT refrigerator/freez-
er. The doors fitted with over-rotation protection 
and damping mechanism are particularly easy to 
open and close. In case of high humidity, it is also 
available with heated doors. For regions with high 
humidity, optional heated doors are available.

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
KINLEY X5 units are completely CFC- and HFC-
free and use the ecologically harmless and natural 
refrigerant propane (R290). This makes them 
particularly environmentally friendly.

LOW COSTS
The low investment outlay and operating costs 
speak for themselves. Its integrated defrost 
water evaporation feature without electric heater 
requires less energy, making KINLEY even more 
efficient.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING 
Semi-automatic defrosting ensures the shelf life 
and hygiene of all the products at all times.

COMPATIBLE WITH AMS 
Our Active Monitoring System (AMS) allows us 
to detect problems before you notice them. As an 
essential add-on to all AHT products, the AMS 
makes it much easier for you to manage and moni-
tor the AHT cooling systems in your stores. 

Utilise vertical and previously empty space. Fill it with the KINLEY X5 
overhead freezer cabinet with the largest display area on the market.

Overhead freezer cabinet with the lowest  
energy consumption in its class.



LARGEST DISPLAY AREA ON THE MARKET
Thanks to its panoramic glass side panels, KINLEY X5 provides the 
best-possible product visibility on the market. This makes KINLEY X5 
the market leader in terms of display area.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY BENCHMARK
KINLEY X5 is the most energy-efficient freezer in its class. The 
combination of KINLEY X5 and an AHT freezer reduces the energy 
consumption by up to 50% compared with commercial vertical 
freezer systems.

USPs



BLOCK INSTALLATION

END CABINET

Solo Row

Block Island

CONFIGURATIONS

_ optionally with end cabinet on both sides

IN-LINE UNIT



ACCESSORIES

_  Side cover
_  Chest cover
_  Scanner strips
_  Hanging baskets 
_ Colour options:  Housing available in various RAL colours 

Plastic parts in RAL 7045 and RAL 7022 
Door frames in RAL 7045 and RAL 7022

_  One- or two-level hanging grid
_  Compatible with the Active Monitoring System (AMS) 
_  Product dividers for flexible segmentation
_ Interior fittings available in various RAL colours



DIMENSIONS

KINLEY X5   | 210 | 250 | EC

Length, exterior / interior | mm | 2,102 / 1,977 | 2,502 / 2,377 | 1,415 / 1,275

Depth, exterior / interior | mm | 735 / 402 | 735 / 402 | 735 / 402

Height, exterior / interior | mm | 1,275 / 824 | 1,275 / 824 | 1,275 / 824

 Shelf depth | mm | 360 | 360 | 360

KINLEY X5

AHT Cooling Systems GmbH

Werksgasse 57 
8786 Rottenmann | Austria 
p. +43 3614 24 51-0 
sales@aht.at 
www.aht.at
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